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A long time ago Zeldovich /11 considered a new kind of elect

romagnetic interaction (invariant under time reversal but odd 
under parity) and introduced a new static characteristic for 
spin particles, the anapole or pseudocharge. For spin 1/2 it 
is given by the following structure in the matrix element of 
the current 

(anapole) . 2 - [ 2 ]
<p+ql jJA (O)IP>""lA(q)u qy", -(q.y)q", Y5 U , (I) 

which has been interpreted in ref. III in terms of a toroid cur
rent (i.e., a closed current circulating through a toroidal 
soleniod). Such a particular current distribution is neither 
an electric nor a magnetic mutipole, but represents a new type 
of dipole moment (d.m.) which, as subsequently shown 1 2/, is on
ly the first element of a whole (independent) family of toroid 
multipoles. A general configuration of charges and currents can 
be fully described only by considering all three families of 
electric, magnetic and toroid multipoles. Alongside the usual 
d.m.-s 

~ 3 1'->-> 3
Qj(t)= rX1jo(x.t)d x, Mi(t) 2' f(Xxj(x.t)]d x. 

the third (toroid) dipole is /2 •31 

Ti(t)= 110 flxj(x'/(X,t)] 2i2ji(X,t)ld3x. (2) 

and a simple calculation in the non-relativistic limit shows 
that indeed 

2 -. 1 -> 1 3 3 ...
A<.q=O)=<P=O.SZ=+2IT3Ip=O,SZ=+2>/V. V (211') [j (p",O). 

While various consequences of the anapole interaction have been 
investigated l41 soon after its proposal, there is now renewed 
interest in it stemming from the electro-weak theory (P-vio
lation in atomic physics /5/ ,anapole moments of leptons,quarks /61 

or nuclei 17/) as well as from supersymmetry. grand unified mo
dels and neutrino physics (which have led to a more detailed 
analysis of Majorana fermions; strangely enough, the only 
electromagnetic structure such a (spin 1/2) particle may 
have 18.91 is just the one given by Eq.(I». 

In this context, the purpose of this note is: 10 
• To em

phasize that even if P , T are separately conserved, quantum 
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particles which then cannot have intrinsic toroid d.m.-s may 
still get induced ones in the presence of an external conduc
tion and/or displacement currenr, jus~ as, e.g., protons or 
pions in an external electric field E ext do acquire induced 
electric d.m.-s through their polarizabilities. 2°. To ana
lyze the new type of polarizability which so emerges, its im
plications in Compton ,scattering and the new van der Waals 
(v.d.W.) forces which appear on its account. In this respect 
we hope to clarify some points in the study 10 of the higher 
multipole contributions to the v.d.W. potential. Other related 
questions regarding some P, T violating effects will also 
be touched upon. 

To make things clear, we start from the multipole decompo
sition/2/ of a classical current density 1(i,t) up to terms 
inc1udingthe toroid d.m. 

... .' 3...· 1.!..2 3'"
J1(x,t)=Q1S (x)-[Qjk-Ejkl Mt+sSlk r lak s (x)+ 

1 • : 1 :2 : 2 1 ' 

+2[ 2Q ljk +1i)(SIJ fk+S1k fj)-a(Cjjr Mkr+Ejkr Mjr)+ (3) 


3 	 .. 
+ (SlkTj +SJk Tk- 2S Jk Tt) ajaks (x)+ ... 

-2 -2 	 . 
r ,fl' Qlj are respect1vely the mean squared ra,MjJ ,Q1Jk 
dius, squared radius of the electric dipole distribution,elect
ric and magnetic quadrupole and electric octupole; the dot 
means differentiation with respect to t (summation over repeated 
indices is understood). When a system of ...currents specified by 
j (i,t) interacts with an external field A ext (i,t), the contri 
bution of Tj to the interaction energy appears to be/ l ,2/ 

... "'ext ... ... extW(t)=-T(t)·(VxVxA ] ... =-T(t).[VxH ] .. = X=O,t 	 . X=o,t 

... .... ext ... ext]
=-T(t).[4I1J +D x=o,t' 

extwhere .Jex~md (411 )-1 5 are the external conduction and displa
cement currents. The response of a quantum system to this con

-tact interaction (as seen, T interacts with the source of iiext ) 
will be described by the following dynamic (i.e., frequency 
dependent) "ana"-polarizability 

Ytj (Ci)=i (e t Ci) t 8(t)<[T (t),Tj (O)1> dt=l 
(4)<OJTlln><nITjIO> <OITJln><nIT1IO> 

=~[ 	 + 1,
2 n Ci)no-Ci)-if Ci)no+Ci)+iE 

~ 

(CU no = En - Eo ,Eo and En are the energies of the ground and 
excited states), ex~cSly in t~e... same way as the response to 
the perturbations -QE ext ~r -MH ext is given by the familiar 
electric and magnetic dipole polarizabilities ajj(cu), 8 jj (cu) 
(whose definitions differ from that of Yij(cu) only by the rep
lacements Tj ... Qf, Tj ... Mj ). So, irrespective of whether or not 
the system has a ~on-zero intrinsic toroid d.m., it will ac
quire, in general, an induced oneill/of Fourier components 
Tlnd (cu)=YjJ (,cu)[Vxiiext (cu)l whenever Yjj (cu).fO, ju~t as it 
gets induced d.m.-s 

Qind (cu)=ajJ (cu~E,ixt (cu), Mfnd (cu)=8 jj (cu)Hjxt (cu), 

even if the intrinsic correspondents are zero. No discrete sym
• 	 metry violation is required for that to happen. Parity and time 

reversal invariance may prevent systems from possessing intrin
sic electric and toroid d.m.-s (this is actually the case'for 
quantum particles, because such vector characteristics must 
then lie along the spin direction and the spin has opposite 
transformation properties), but they cannot prohibit the appea
rance of the corresponding induced moments (a new direction, 
that of the external field or current is then available). At 
this point we stress that Y appears on the same footing with 
the usual polarizabilities a,8 in the description of the li 
near response to electromagnetic perturbations, its conside
ration being merely a matter of completeness when the system 
is interacting not only with the external field but with its 
source as well. There are, of course, notable differences bet
ween a and 8 on one side and Y in what concerns their role in 
physical processes. For instance, in the elastic scettering of 
light on the considered system, unlike a and 8 which, as known, 
establish the structure of the amplitude in the second (photon) 
energy order, Y enters only the fourth order. To see that in 
more detail, we shall look carefully to the low energy theorem 
for the Compton S -matrix element. With correct inclusion of 
the toroid dipole (like in Eq.(3», this theorem to the desired 
fourth frequency order reads 

<P',k'!Slp,k>=Str +1(21T)4 S4(p'+k'-p_k)e;(k"") Tmnen(k) 

with 

-2 <P' I F m ( - k ' ) In> < n I F n (k) IP> 3 3 ... ... ... 
T = V 1 [ 	 (21T) S (p+ k-n)+ 

mn n n - P _ k - i ( 
o 0 0 

<p' I F n (k) I n> < n I Fm (- k') IPc 21T)3 S3 (p'_ Ii" _ Ii)1 , 	 (5) 
+ , k' • 

no - Po + 0 - IE 
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where F~(k)=ikoAn(i~)+Bn(k) and 

-> . 1 -2 1 [ 1 - 2 - 2)]An(k)=Gn+lki(Gni+S8nir )-2 kjkj 2G nij +10 (,snirj +,snjri + ••. 

-> 1 1 . 
Bn(k)=-ikj£njj Mj - 2 ki k j[-3(£nif Mje +£njfMie)+ 

(6 )+ (,sniTj+,snjTi-28ij Tn).1+ .. · 

e~(k): e,,(k) are the photon polarization vectors in the gauge 
..... ->( -» -> ) '(' ->, ) d ' deo = 0, k·e k = 0; k=(ko,k ,k = ko,k an p, p enote 

the photon',s and target's initial and final four momenta, n = 
= (no,n) is that of the excited state n. All multipole opera
tors in Eq. (6) are at zero time. In the laboratory (p = 0 
ko =w. k~ =w' , (kk')=ww'cosOL), the toroid-toroid (T,T)part 
of Tmn comes out as 

T~~·T) = (k;k~-w'2,sim )(kjkn -w2,sjn )Yij (0), 

i.e., it is fixed (with proper account of the continuum norma
lizations adoped here) just by the static (w=O) ana-polariza
bility of Eq.(4). The (T,T) part of the scattering independent 
of target's spin (when y .. (0) .... y8' j ) is therefore e*m T;r.(')T'T) en

,2 2.... ...., -> -> 1.1, 1 2 
= yw w e*(k )e(k)and for a system of charge Ze(e .. 1/1 7 
and mass m its interference with the Thompson scattering 
(T~~om=-2(Ze)2,smn) will give rise to the low-energy contri
bution/12/_(Ze)2yw4(1+cos20L )/m in the unpolarized differen
tial cross-section a. This is_to be contrasted with the pieces 
-(Ze)2a w4 cos3 0L/6m and (Ze)2BM2w4(l-3cos20L)/12m coming
respect~~ely from the interference between the Thompson scat
tering and the scattering due to the quadrupole electric and 
magnetic polarizabilities a E2 and BM/ 13<However, in general y 
wi~l not enter alone as the coefficient of the w4(1+cos 20L ) 
structure in a, but in the combination y + a' with the deriva
tive q'=[da(w)/dw 2 ]w=0(here aij(w)->a(w),s .. , a(w)=a*(-w)).

IJ. 
and therefore all one may hope to measure by Compton scatter1ng 
is y+a'.Although unless the system is such that a'«y, its 
ana-polarizability cannot be directly detected in this parti
cular process, its presence in the amplitude should not be dis
regarded since despite their joint appearance, y and a' are 
very different in nature and exhibit different properties of 
the system (a(w) depends on the charge distribution, while yew) 
is related to the system's current distribution, more exactly 
to-that part of it which is not already taken into account 
through the usual magnetic polarizability B(w)). In order to 

assess the size of y in comparison with that of a',we focus now 
on the example of the charged pion /14<The lowest pion's excited 
state to be considered in Eq. (4) is the Al (IDA = 1270 MeV) 
meson. Using the Al71Y vertex 2g~4)71FjWj'lL~where ~71 , FjW ,5' lLv 
stand for the pion, electromagnetic and Al fields while gA 
is related Ilo/to the width r(A l ->77y) =0.6 MeV by , 

3 2 2 3 ~ 
gA =[2'mlr(Al->71y)/(mA-m71) ] 

the Al contribution to the charged pion's static dipole ana
polarizability results 

(A 1) 2 4 3 - -5 5Y(71) =gA(mA+ID 71) 18(mAID It) (mA-m 71)-1.2x10 fm . 

Similarly one finds 

, (A 1) . 2 I )3 -5 0 
a (71) = 8 gAmA ID 71( m A - m71 ::: 0.8 x 10 fm • 

This shows that in the combination y( + a'( none of the terms 
should be expected to overshadow the gther;both being of the 
order of magnitude of the pion's quadrupole electric and magne
tic polarizabilities 116~This example suggests that (at least 
for hadrons) the effect of the induced anapole (toroid) moments 
in Compton scattering should be comparable in size with that 
of the familiar induced electric and magnetic moments of one 
order of multipolarity higher. 

Next we shall consider the new v.d.W. forces which appear 
on account of y and, skipping over technicalities, only list 
and shortly comment on the results/17~(a) At very large distan
ces (i.e., in the "retarded" case), between two bodies of (sca
lar, stat!c, dipole) ana-po~arizabilities Yl,2 ' it will act 
a force g1Ven by the potent1al V(r)=-1ic (639/471)YlY2r-U (we 
restore for convenience the factors 'Ii. c ). This 1S the new 
(anapole or toroid) correspondent/lS/of the Casimir-Polder po
tential /191 V(r)=-~C(23/471)ala2r-7 (and of its magnetic analog) 
and expresses, this tim~, the effect of fluctuating toroid 
d.m.-s inside the interacting bodies rather than that of fluc
tuating electric and magnetic d.m.-s. (b) When Yl~ are three 
dimensional tensors rather than scalars, the preV10US result 

to /201generalizes 
("ret. ") A

V() =-tnc/471)r- l ly(1)y(:;).
r Ij kL 

(7) 
. [1116 ,sjk ,s f i - 1683 (,s jk,s f 3,sj3 + ,sf 1 8j 3,s k3) + 2574,si3 ,sj3 ,sk3,se 3 ] , 

(the third axis is along 7 ). In the London ("unretarded"). 
case (i. e., at distances much smaller than the characteristic 
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wave lengths in the spectrum but still larger than the dimen	 S= angular momentum. 
sions of the bodies) one finds /211 

V("unret,") (r)=-<i/2/T)r-6 rdw(wlc)\/(1)(iw)y(~)(iw). 	 ~; (0)= [dav(w)/dwt=o' f~ (O)=[dfv(w)/dw]w=o; 
o ij - kr, 

fs,v.t are real by T -invariance •• (-B jk +38j3 8k3 )(-8fi +38t3 8 i3)' 

Like all the other v.d.W. forces, those reported here should The author is indebted to P.S.Baranov, S.B.Gerasimov, G.Ghi
act irrespective of whether the bodies are macroscopic or micro~ ka, A.I.Lebedev and B.N.Valuev for discussions. 
scopic; consequences of these results for intermolecular forces 1in 	biomolecular physics or in other applications /22/ may be worth 
studying. 

We end with the remark that if one allows for P , T -viola
tions, the following mixed polarizabilities have to be intro
duced 

rIj 	(w) = i f dt e Iw t (1 ( t) < [ M I ( t) • T j (O)l> • 

g Ij (w ) =i f dt e Iw t (1 ( t) d Q i (t) • T j (0) 1> • 

besides 

b Ij (w ) = i f dt ei w t (1 ( t)< [ Q I ( t) • M j (0)) • 

already discussed in ref. 123/ • There will be a T -violatin§ piece 
in the low energy spin independent Compton amplitUde T~n T+TQ) = 
= iw'w(w'-w)g(0)8mn coming from the scalar part g(w)81j of 
gij (w)(g(O) = real in general and vanishes if there is T-inva
riance). In addition to the P-violatihg v.d.W. forces of 
ref.!23~there will be also the new ones: 

Vv<"ret. ") (f') = -(81/417) ii. (81x 82) [-10 [a~ (1)(0)f~(2tO) + f;(1~O) a;(2~0)1. 

('ret. ") ... -1 	 .
V t ( r) = (817 ) C (358, k - 63 n . Dk ) • D n 

mSL 6 J I 

• K (1) K (2) r- S [a( r:2~0)+ r:1)(O)a(~)(O)l,1m 	 tk t 

where ii =l/f ; 

r lj 	(w)=Bij rs(w)+icljk Skrv(w)+Klj ft(w); 

au (w)=8ija s (w)+ iC 1jk Skav(w)+ Kij at (w); 

K1J 	 =SISj +SJSI-28IjS(8+1)/3. 
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PaAeCKY E.E. E4-85-165 
Haaep;eHHbie aHanonb~Hbie /TopOH,IJ;Hbie/ MOMeHTbl 
H 4>H3H'IeCKHe 3QldleKTbi, CBR3aHHbie C HOBbiM THTIOM TIOJIRpHsyeMOCTH 

lloKa3aHO, 'ITO 4>H3H'IeCKHe CHCTeMbi, He o6nap;aiOIIU'Ie C06CTBeH
HbiMH aHanOJibHbiMH /TopOH,IJ;HbiMH/ MOMeHTaMH, B TIPHCYTCTBHH BHem
Hero TOKa MOryT npH06peCTH COOTBeTCTBYJOIIU'Ie HH,IJ;Y~HpOBaHHbie 

MOMeHTbi 6es conyTCTBYJO~ero HapymeHHR P-H T-HHBapHaHTHOCTH. 
H3y'laeTCR pOJib B03HHKaiO~eH TaKHM o6pa30M HOBOH TIOJIRpH3yeMOCTH 
Y B KOMTITOHOBCKOM pacCeRHHH H p;eMOHCTpHpyeTCR, 'ITO OHa Bep;eT 
K ,IJ;OTIOJIHHTeJibHbiM BaH-p;ep-aaaJibCOBbiM CHJiaM C nOTeH~HaJIOM 
V(r) = -(639/411)y y r-11 • O~eHHBaeTcR p;HnOJibHaR y -nonRpH3ye-

1 2 MOCTb 3apRlKeHHOrO TIHOHa, BBO,IJ;RTCR HOBble TOpOH,IJ;Hble TIOJIRpH3ye-
MOCTH Hep;HarOHaJibHOrO THna H KOPOTKO o6cy)!(p;aeTCR HX pOJib B He
KOTOpbiX 3cl>4>eKTax c HapymeHHeM P-H T -HHBapHaHTHOCTH. 

Pa6oTa BbiDOJIHeHa B na6opaTOPHH TeOpeTH'IeCKOH 4>H3HKH OHRH. 

Coo6~eHHe 06~eAHHeHHOrO HHCTHTyT8 RnepHWX HCcnenoBaHHA. ny6Ha 1985 
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Radescu E.E. 
Induced Anapole (Toroid) Moments, a New Type 
of Polarizability and. Some Related Effects 
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Physical systems not possessing intrinsic Zeldovich's 
anapole moments may well acquire inducen ones in the ·presence 
of an external current even if there is no P, T-violation. 
A new type of polarizability y so emerges which manifests 
itself in the fourth frequency order Compton scattering and 
leads to new van der Waals forces. vith the potential V(r) = 

= -(639/411)y y2r- 11• The y-polarizability of the charged pion 
is estimated. Other (mixed) toroid polarizabilities are in
troduced and their role in some P,T-violating effects is 
briefly noted. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, .JINR. 
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